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This study aims to track degree of children’s
lingual differentiation (i.e., complexity) over the
course of treatment for a variety of targets.

• Possibility #1: Intermittent focus on each target (as
in Cycles [4]) may not induce detectable changes.
o Similarly, the varied-phoneme probe may not detect
full degree of improvement for each target

QUESTIONS
1) Are incremental changes in lingual
complexity detectable in preschool-aged
children enrolled in treatment, as
suggested with older children in [3]?
2) Do correct and incorrect tokens differ in
lingual complexity, as suggested with older
children in [3]?
3) Do differences in lingual complexity
emerge across target consonants /ɹ/, /l/,
and /k/, as found with adults in [6]?

• Possibility #2: Motoric constraints in children:
o Undifferentiated tongue gestures may be a
pervasive aspect of speech in early stages [2].
o Unclear why some undifferentiated gestures for latedeveloping targets were rated accurate:
§ Alternate strategy to achieve acoustic goal [10].
§ Listeners’ different acoustic expectations for child
productions likely influence ratings [11].
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Fig 1. Points were tagged along each lingual contour.
(Top) correct /ɹ/ in “rake” from 302 at Baseline;
(Middle) correct /l/ in “lamb” from 302 on Week 5;
(Bottom) correct /k/ in “cat” from 303 at Final.
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Transcription accuracy

o MCI [6] is computed as the integral of tongue contour curvature,
such that more complex shapes with more inflections driving
higher local curvature result in higher values of overall MCI.

• Trained listeners narrowly transcribed each production at each
time point using Phon speech analysis software [9].
o Conversion to ratings: correct; distortion; incorrect
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• Used GetContours [8] to track frame in target interval (Fig 1).
• Computed modified curvature index (MCI) as index of lingual
complexity to represent degree of lingual differentiation.
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2) No clear effect of accuracy
on lingual complexity (Fig 2):
o Some may increase in
accuracy as complexity
increases (2005 /ɹ/; 303 /k/).
o Others may increase in
accuracy as complexity
Time
decreases: (305 /ɹ/; 2005 /l/).
l

• /ɹ/

/ɹ/ MCI = 2.42
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1) No clear gradual changes in
lingual complexity (Fig 2):
o Possible increase (2005 /ɹ/;
303 /k/) & decrease (2005 /l/).
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• While recording audio and
ultrasound, children named
48 pictures with target sounds:
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• Children were treated for errors identified on the HAPP-3 [7] in
18 Cycles treatment sessions [4] over 6 weeks.
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• Speech sound disorder (SSD) affects about
16% of preschool-aged children [1].
• Production deficits can be associated with:
o motor-based constraints on achieving adultlike gestures [2]; perceptual deficits.
• “Lingual differentiation” is the ability to
articulate anterior versus posterior regions of
the tongue semi-independently.
o Children with SSD exhibit:
§ fewer lingually differentiated gestures
than typically-developing children [2].
§ an increase in lingual differentiation from
before to after treatment [3].
• Treatment for young children includes auditoryperceptual and motor-based production
training of error patterns, as in Cycles [4].
o Motor skill may predict who will persist [5].
• There is a need for longitudinal data tracking
emergence of production accuracy along with
component motor and perceptual skills.

Interpretation
No systematic differences in lingual complexity found in
connection with research hypotheses. Why not?

3) No target-level differences
Transcription accuracy correct distortion
observed:
o Possibly confounded by
accuracy patterns.
o No expectation for
difference; children’s latedeveloping targets less
complex than adults (Fig 3).
Fig 2. Representative tongue shapes above MCI boxplots for /ɹ/ & /l/ (top) and /k/ (middle) colored by perceptual rating.
Fig 3. (bottom) Child by-target MCI values compared with adult values [6] from nonword production of /ɹ/, /l/, and /g/ (voiced).

• Possibility #3: Noise from individual variation in
articulatory strategies masks accuracy effects:
o /ɹ/ à Different articulatory configurations can be
perceptually accurate although varying in MCI.
o /l/ à A dentalization strategy could be rated accurate
although lingually simpler than expected.
o (/k/ à Only one child achieved adult-like MCI.)
• Possibility #4: Sampling is potentially affected by
orientation of the probe relative to the tongue:
o Image may not be truly midsagittal (x/z-axes).
Impact & future directions
• MCI is advantageous in allowing for comparison across
individuals with different vocal tract sizes and for targets
with more than one lingual constriction.
• Next steps are to exclude those tokens for which
midsagittal alignment cannot be confirmed and to
compare these data with typically developing peers.
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